ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN’S BOOKS 4-8 YEARS

For over 80 years the inseparable
duo Tom Puss and Mr Bumble
have delighted readers from all
over the world! Discover these
comics in the Dutch Golden
Originals series.
Marten Toonder
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Tom Puss and Mr. Bumble books
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were published. At the height of
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His comics appeared in Dutch
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COMIC BOOKS FOR CHILDREN 6+ YEARS

In the 1950’s the famous Toonder Studios started drawing
comic stories for children for the immensely popular
Disney weekly Donald Duck. A few years ago, the images
were retouched and recoloured for republication as soft
and hard cover albums and luxury limited editions with linen binding
and additional numbered art prints.
For the covers new illustrations are drawn by Tim Artz.
Digital ﬁles are available.
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